
Overview:

This interdisciplinary project allows students to study the American Revolution, read an 
historical novel, and integrate technology skills with project based learning.  As they read about 
the fictional Meeker family in Redding, CT, students can use Google Earth to see where the 
important events took place and their proximity to the novel’s setting.  Students can also use 
Google Earth to “fly” to “real” places that come up in class discussions about the American 
Revolution, the Colonists, and the British.  They can also use Google’s historical maps to 
envision the original colonies.

This Lit Trip utilizes the mapping features of Google Earth, and it lists “discussion questions” for 
each chapter. Within each chapter you will also find a “summary” and “WEB resources” for 
teachers and students to use. 

Following the epilogue, there is a section entitled, “Additional Resources,” which contains 
websites, primary sources, Library of Congress materials, photos, webquests, research links, 
and learning games.

In addition, “Activities and Projects” contains suggestions for culminating activities, with an 
emphasis on technology integration.

Finally, there are other Google Tools which are suggested for students to use to collaborate 
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among themselves, within a group, or with other schools as they answer the discussion 
questions, do research on topics, share files, create class blogs, work on similar documents, or 

create a class webpage.  Several of the Google Tools are useful in studying this novel.

Directions:

1. Download Google Earth  http://earth.google.com/

2. The Lit Trip works best if you show the state borders. Do this by having all 

layers turned off except:
• T e r r a i n

• Borders:  1st Level Admin Borders (States/Provinces)

1. Start by clicking on the Google Earth 

icon for My Brother Sam is Dead.kmz

2. Proceed through the trip by clicking on 

each icon and corresponding link

3. Google Earth will “fly” to give you a 

different view of the setting

4. Click on the icons to “fly” Google Earth

5. Click on the blue links for “pop up” windows.

6. The trip is set up so that the user can access each chapter and its 

resources separately, or “fly” the entire trip.

7. The illustration on the left shows different chapters with “icons” and blue 

“links.”

8. The illustration to the right shows the additional resources listed after 

the epilogue in the chapter pane.
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9. Working independently or in groups, have students access the resources 

for each chapter, noting the setting, famous battles, and places. 

10. The lesson can also be used “all class,” with the teacher leading the 

discussions. The questions are based on “The Great Books Method of 

Shared Inquiry.”

11. Students can answer discussion questions by using Google Groups and/or 

Docs. Spreadsheets can be used to keep track of events, Patriot vs. 

Tory, places, names, etc.  Presentation mode can be used to present 

material, or for final projects done by students.

12. Students can contribute their own discussion questions as they read each 

chapter. These should be questions they have actual queries about as 

they read.  By using student discussion questions, each group will follow 

its own path in discovering the meaning of the novel.

13. Individual and group questions can also be used for “all class” 

discussions.

14. Questions can be added to the group discussion pages or in discussion 

blogs, using Google Blogger.

15. As students read the novel, links to additional WEB resources can be used 

for enrichment. Links to the Library of Congress point to “primary source 

documents,” which will augment social studies skills.

16. Students can find assests for final projects from resource links to 

photos, etc.

17. Final project ideas are suggested at the end of the kmz.

18. Contact information is provided.
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